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1 INTRODUCTION

In the present paper we bave investigated the
transmutation potential of different nuclear systems from a
physical point of view. Transuranium (TRU) elements have
been considered, but also long lived fission products (LLFP).
The potential for transmutation has to take into account not
only the consumption of a specific nucleus (or of a specific
"family" of nuclei), but also the reproduction of other nuclei
of higher masses. The present study allows an inter-
comparison talcing into account both aspects. Technological,
safety and design constraints were not considered at this stage.
However strategic indications for future studies have been
obtained.

2 GENERAL APPROACH TO A TRANSMUTATION
PROBLEM

We have adopted a global approach to evaluate the
neutronic transmutation potential of the most important long-
lived nuclei appearing in the fuel cycle of nuclear power based
on current and emerging nuclear systems.

Let us define A-family as a set of nuclei starting with
A-nudeus (or. more generally, a set of nuclei called "A") and
finishing with a set of nuclei corresponding to a "final state Of
transmutation. A separate nucleus, a group of nuclei (for
example, TRU, TRPu etc ...), or even the nuclear reactor fuel
as a whole, fission products (FP) -in one word- all of the
'objects' of transmutation could be considered as A-family.

A 'final state" can be defined by the transmutation
goals . for example, it may be any fission products as a result
of natural uranium fuel and TRU transmutation, or short-lived
nuclei (SLN) as a result of FP-transmutation etc.

Let us introduce .

A- any object of transmutation, S- an external source of
neutrons. The total rate T of A-transmutations in some nuclear
fissionable system of given power W can be defined as :

T = rA W (A-traiismutauons per time unit)

v-here rA - a specific rate of transmutation (A-transmutations
per fisiionj

Let's separate all families, which one wants to
transmute, into two groups :

A- for which "transmutation* means a transformation in
FP,

A'- for which "transmutation* means a transformation
ofFP into SLN.

It is clear, that reactor FUEL and TRU belong to
the A and FP-to the A'.

The global neutron stationary balance in any
nuclear system with external source can be written in the
following form :

G = S - X D A (JA-(L-CM) (i)

A
where :

G - neutron surplus which can be spent tor
transmutation of A',

L + C M - the neutron needs to cover the neutron leakage and
construction materials captures,

D A - neutron consumption of A-family needed for us

transmutation,

ÇA - the fraction of A in total number of fissions in the

system : J S A = ' •

A

The critical reactor nuclear FUEL has the following

property :

" 0 FUEL + ( L + C M ) > O

For all A-families the specific transmutation rates are

equal to Ç-values :

'A = S A <->

and for all A' families can be calculated as :

'A1 = GA' ' 0 A ' (3)

where G A ' - a fraction of G corresponding to A'-neutron
consumption.

The algorithm of the neutron consumption calculation.'
for the given initial nucleus A, producing as resul' both a
neutron incineration and all kinds ot decays in the A-'anuly
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A -» A l - • A2 - . .. AM (M- number of generations inside
this family), could be represented generally by :

(4)=A- £ ?A-*I. *M. • I P Al , - .AI ,*AÎ ,* S 1"
A2, { A)1

where .

P A N r - > A N + l ,

RM-

probability of the A N r - * A N + l s

transmutation, that is the ratio of the rate
of direct conversion A N r - + A N + l s and
the total rate of the all possible AN1-
processes ;

neutron loss or surplus as a result of che
appearance of M.

In (4) the sums are extended to all nuclei of the
corresponding generation.

A negative value of D ^ means that A has a surplus of
neutron co support (paniaily or fully) Che own needs of Che
installation, or to transmute other nuclei as needed.

3 THE ROLE OF HYBRID ACCELERATOR-BASED
SYSTEMS

The presently proposed accelerator-based systems (1-31
make use of a beam of high energy protons to produce
neutrons via spallation over a target. These neutrons are
successively used to feed a subcritical blanket.

Let us introduce two "neutronically equivalent"
s> stems - a critical system and a hybrid with external neutron
source S = P f . One can define S as the source needed to
support a stationary neutron field in a subcritical system with
a given keff. It means .

(5)

u here f is the number of neutrons (normalised to one
fission) returning to the subcritical blanket
through spallation process if each fission would
be transformed into proton current,

f is the fission energy fracrion actually being used
for spallation.

From (S) one can get the fraction of energy f spent for
the proton beam production as a function of suhcriticality
lkeff) value :

(6)

To keep f relatively low (for economical purposes), in

the range of about 0 . 1 - 0 . 2 . 1 should be kept close to
keff

0 1 If the total spallation neutron source is :

S = f r W, (W- power of the subcriti^al blanket)

then the current I in the accelerator is given by

1 =

— - I Iv W5.10"9

1 Amperes (7)

where z is the number of neutrons produced in the spallatinn
process per proton.

4. TRU-TRANSMUTATION IN CRITICAL REACTORS

To study of the nuclear system neutron potential the
following neutron spectrum-types were considered :

• "Super-thermal" spectrum with mean neutron energy
E=0 ,025 ev as a pure theoretical spectrum for the
estimation of all reactor concepts based on the use of
extremely efficient modentr sllj.

• Standard LWR-type reactor spectrum.
• Standard fast reactor (FR) spectrum with mixed oxide

U-Pu fuel.
• Hard neutron spectrum of fast sodium-cooled reactors

with metallic dense fuel or liquid-lead cooled fast
reactor spectrum (4, S].

Table 1 show that a fast neutron spectrum provides the
most attractive neutron balance for TRU-discharge burn-out
and chat even for a superthermal spectrum with an optimistic
very high neutron flux level, the neutron surplus is not as
high as in the fast reactor spectra with traditional flux levels

To make an estimation of comparative transmutation
rates in different nuclear power system let's consider the
cases, when one wants to transmutate one type of A-nuclei in
some nuclear reactor with given FUEL. Maximal rate of A-
transmutation is achieved when one has G=O (no neutrons for
FP-transmutation).

There can be the following cases .

• the neutron field stability condition (1) will he satisfied

within 0 < ÇA - 1 • Then the corresponding ^A~va'ue

will define the maximal TA value - r^"" :

rmax _ , . - D n , F J . » S - ( L * C M ) ( g )

due to a large neutron surplus one can choose i,^ = 1
and still have surplus of neutrons G > 0 for FP-
transmuiation. For this case one has the theoretically
maximal rate T A = C A = I (transmutations per fission in
the system) plus a reserve G^- (neutrons per fission)
for FP-transmutation..
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Let s consider the following possible situations .

• A-family u nor able to serve alone as a reactor fuel.
Then r^1" depends upon the neutronic properties of
both FUEL and A-family. It means that it is defined by
the neutron spectrum of the system and neutron flux
level. The dependence on the spectrum is more
important in the range of common used level of fluxes.

• A-family it able to be a FUEL for a given reactor. In

this case r™" = 1 and T is defined by W only.
• Neutronic constraints are less tight the other ones. Then

the last ones defines ÇA and rA values (for example,
let's suppose that it is impossible to design a fast
reactor with neptunium only as a FUEL, then i™u

will depend on acceptable maximal fraction of
neptunium in reactor fuel).

The analysis of maximal rates (Table 2), arising from
neutronic constraints only, shows that :

• Fast reactors and Hybrids with fast type spectrum in the
blanket have the same theoretical maximal rates of
TRU-transmutation, but Hybrids can have additional
reserves of neutrons for FP-transmutation.

• Hybrids and fast reactors transmutation rate potential is
much higher as compared to thermal reactors due to the
D A and G favourable sensitivity to hard neutron
spectrum : the rA-vaiues of LWRs depend much on
their fuel enrichment and can be several orders in
magnitude less then the corresponding rates in fast
reactors or hybrids.

• One needs to use high power fraction of thermal reactor
FUEL for transmutation of most TRU (except fissile
Pu-isotopes and Cm), since corresponding the ÇA-
values are low.

Hybrids and fast reactors have advantage in TRU-
rniximal rate with respect to transmutation critical thermal
reactors because the last ones have tight neutronic constraints.

Hybrids can have advantage with respect to critical fast
reactors with corresponding neutron spectrum and flux level
only if due to some engineering or safety constraints the
critical reactors would not be able to keep a large fraction of
TRU inside of them, even if the neutron balance permits to do
it However, the same constraints of the appropriate hybrids
should also be carefully investigated (safety and technological
constraints).

Moreover, on the base of the method, mentioned above,
K is possible to calculate a 'reproduction* vector P(A) of a A-
tamily (see annexe) in given nuclear reactor or hybrid system.
The A-reproduction process is a source of new toxic nuclei
and if one wants to increase the transmutation effectiveness
one needs to get as low values as possible for (he components
PVA) of the E(A) vectors.

Table 2 presents the maximal transmutation rates,
neutron surplus GA, available for FP-transmutation, and
reproduction vectors E(A) components PA(A) for thermal, fast
critical reactors and hybrids. For example, Np-237-family can
be transmuted into FP with maximal (if we could use 100 %
enrichment of U2^s) rate rfjp.237 = 0.19 (transmutation per
one fission) in LWR, there will be no neutrons for FP-
transmutation (GA' = 0) and the rate of Np-237 reproduction
will be 0.1S (nuclei per one fission in the reactor fuel). In fast
reactors and hybrides Np-237 can serve as fuel by itself alone,
the maximal transmutation rate can reach 1 (transmutation per
Np-237 fission), there will be 0.3 neutrons (per Np-237
fission) and the pNp-237 (Np-237) value will be equal to

2

Table 2 show than that fast reactors and fast spectrum
hybrids have an advantage with respect to LWR in all
parameters.

S. A NEW GOAL : RAD1OLOGICALLY CLEAN
NUCLEAR POWER (RCNP)

The surplus of neutrons in the process of nuclear energy
production could allow (at least theoretically) to realize a .so
called Radiologically Clean Nuclear Power (RCNP) concept -
an energy production technology on the base of natural
nuclear fuel transmutation directly to short-lived nuclei only.
In the frame of an ideal RCNP. both TRU and FP should be
transformed into SLN. Taking into account a large number of
long-lived fission products (LLFP) and their families it
becomes evident that the neutron balance restrictions could be
very tight and demanding (see table 3) even if one would use
the isotopic separation technique to avoid a transmutation on
non-ioxic isotopes.

The set of nuclear installation for nuclear power (based
on superthermal, thermal, fast and hard neutron spectra) was
investigated to evaluate the potentials of the current critical
power reactors and emerging systems including hybrids.

The neutronic potential of current and emerging nuclear
power system allows us to conclude :

1. RCNP can not be realized on the base of the standard
LWRs - since there is a large shortage of neutrons.

2. Fast reactors (FR's) both with oxide and metallic fuel
(closed fuel cycle) could burnout their own LLFP-
isotopes. However since current LWR spoil the total
(FR+LWR) neutron balance, any combination of the
current LWR's and Fast reactors, using the LWR-
discharge as a fuel, is not able to realize RCNP-concept
in full degree.
However, using the breeding potential of fast reactors it
is possible to realize RCNP-concept for the following
system : standard LWR's, FR's (with TRU of the
LWR-discharge as a fuel) and FR-BREEDER's. The
shortcoming of this system is an increased equilibrium
TRU-mass in NP due to breeding. Besides one needs 'o
use a high (more then 60 %) fast reactor fraction in Ni'.

3. Hybrids could burnout the standard LWR-discharge
with corresponding LLFP-isotopes having a moderate



po«.er fraction (less then 25 %) or could help the
traditional oxide fast reactors to burn out the LWR-
discharge. However, isotopic separation would be
needed.

If one wants to use hybrids to burn-out TRPu only, then
i fraction of hybrids in NP can be essentially (one order) less
then in the case of TRU. that is approximately 2-3 % of LWR
power.

6 CONCLUSION

A general approach was used for the analysis of
transmutation rates of TRU and FP for current and innovative
nuclear power systems. It was found that hard neutron
spectrum could increase essentially the rate of transmutation
of all TRU and in most cases could decrease their
reproduction rates.

One can reach the theoretically maximal rate if the
abject of transmutation becomes the only source of fission
(i.e. it plays the role of main FUEL in a given nuclear
system).

It is found, that the 'neutronic balance' transmutation
rate constraint is very tight and important for LWR-type
reactors. Due Io high sensitivity of TRU-transmutation rate to
the neutron flux level and fuel enrichment in THERMAL
REACTORS it is necessary for an acceleration of TRU-
transmuiaiion and for minimization of a TRU-production to
minimize TRU-neulron consumption level (D^) by means of a
growth of both fuel enrichment and neutron flux level.
probably beyond realistic ranges.

The TRU-transmutation problem can be solved with
FAST REACTOR'S. Theoretically maximal TRU-transmutation
rates in FAST REACTORS do not depend on flux level and
spectrum hardness : rm a x = 1 (transmutation/fission) if there

are no engineering constraints to design FR with given TRU
as a fuel. All attempts to decrease TRU-neutron consumption
>n this case will result in a neutron surplus increase, beneficial
for FP-burn-out. In the more realistic case when some of these

constraints would exist, will be defined by the maximal

permissible Ç^-value. The neutron economy from spectrum
hardening or flux increase could be used for additional FP-
Durn-out (if it is needed). But at the same time the spectrum
hardening and flux increase could be used to decrease TRU
reproduction by the fuel of fast reactors.

HYBRIDS (see table 3) could play a role in the increase
of TRU-transmutation rate (only it they will be the only
systems which are able to use a large fraction of TRU as a
fuel), in the suppression of a TRU-reproduaion (pA) and also
for RCNP realization on the base of isotopic separation
techniques

In the case if there are no engineering constraints to use
TRU as a fuel solely, the flux level and neutron spectrum
hardness will be unimportant for fast spectrum systems.

Taking into account the current state of nuclear power
and its transmutation potential one could conclude that there
are several potential scenarios to solve TRU-problem and to
realize Che RCNP-concept to some extent :

For TRU burn-out :

• to use LWR-type nuclear power plants (wilhout using Pu
in them) simultaneously with innovative FAST
REACTORS, being oriented to TRU-transmutation (with
low TRU reproduction and high tA-value : it could be
reactors with low U238-content, hard spectrum, high
flux, etc ...). The fraction of FAST REACTORS in this
case would not exceed IM. Fast spectrum HYBRIDS in
this case could facilitate the TRPu transmutation (the
fraction might be less then several percents) and be
considered as a bypassing way, if these FAST
REACTORS will not be realized (due to safety or
engineering problems). However, the safety,
technological characteristics and economics of the
hybrids have Io be studied in details to show the
comparative benefits with respect to critical nuclear
reactors,

• to realize at least temporarily Pu-iransmutation in the
LWR. but for TRPu-transmutation to use FAST
REACTOR'S or Hybrid's; All TRU-transmutation in
LWR is very questionable - it demands too high fuel
enrichment (see table 2). Besides, the larger
reproduction rate of higher mass nuclei in LWR should
be taken into account.

For RCNP concept full realization (but using isoiopic
separation) one should replace current LWR (almost
fully) by innovative FASTREACTORs.
An alternative scenario is to use current LWR but in
support them for TRU-transmutation by HYBRIDS Cl/4
in power fraction), which could have standard flux level
and fast neutron spectrum in the subcritical blanket.
A scenario of NP, based on fast spectrum HYBRIDS
only, is theoretically possible to realize RCNP-concept
(together with isotopic separation), but limitations due
to economy, technology developments, specific fud
cycle characteristics etc, have yd to be investigated
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Table 1 - O\ - values for some important TRU-nuclei and for
standard LWR discharge in different neutron spectra and

neutron fluxes * (n/cm2s). JEF-2 Data {6]

A-iamiJies

Pu238

Pu239

Pu242

Np237

Am243

Cm243

Cm244

DTRU

NEUTRON SPECTRA

FR-oxide fuel

(n/cm2s)

-1.36

-1.46

-0.44

-0.59

•0.60

-2.13

-1.39

-1.19

1 0 "

-1.49

-1.51

-0.75

-0.72

-1.07

-2.26

-1.92

-1.33

LWR-thermal

10««

0.17

•0.67

1.76

1.12

0.82

-1.90

-0.15

-0.077

IO'6

0.042

-0.79

1.10

0.53

0.16

-2.04

•0.53

-0.38

Super-
thermal

10>6

-0.13

•1.07

1.12

-0.46

0.21

-1.63

-0.48

-0.58

Table 2 - Comparative potential of TRU-transmutation in
thermal, fast reactors and fast spectrum hybrids
R A " power fraction of A-component of TRU)

NUCLEAR SYSTEM TYPE

Anype
TRU

FAST-'ojioV Hjbridi wilh

cpeclRim, fau cpecimm.

fuel : 100 * U 2 3 5 ' 4-1015MO16IXCm2I »-10 l 5r/cm :>.
110 U23I fuel : A-lypc TRU fuel : A-lvpc TRU.

LWR-tpesmim.

• - I l "

0 A- °A'
NpU7 D.I! 0. 0.15 I OJ 0.O2MOO^ 1 It 0 0 2 I

PuUS 0.41 0 O.I! I. 1.0 0.011/0.02I I. I] 0010

puU9 I 0 0.37 0.0JO I I I 0 .0^/0 .0 3 S I I 4 0 0"J

PU242 0 14 0 0.02: I. Ol 0 010/0 OM I 0 4 0010

Am24l 0 19 0 0.010 I OJ 0.O2JZO1O
3S I 0 6 0 0 :3

AIII243 0 13 0. 0.027 I 0] OOI3'O.O24 I 0 6 0 013

Cm244 0.69 0. 0.056 I 1 I O.OI3'0.02« I I 4 0 013

If-

i

Table 3 - Neutronic Potential (neP) - POSITIVE or NEGATIVE -for RCNP- concept realization

NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS

Installation types inside of

SYSTEM (specific features)

LWR-standard
{closed fuel cycle]

LWR-standard (open fuel cycle}

+ FAST REACTOR (fuel : LWR-discharge)

+ FAST REACTOR (oxide fuel. Pu-breeding)

Power fractions

ratios in NP

100%

OfLWR

8 %

3 %

89 %

Remark : this system is based on traditional technologies
and needs innovative FR to eliminate TRU-reproduction

LWR-standard (open fuel cycle)

+ HYBRID (fuel : LWR-discharge, no L'238.
keff = 0.9, f = 0.25, IAV = 0.03 A/GWt(t))

HYBRID (closed fuel cycle, Pu-breeding,

keff = 0.9, f = 0.25. IAV = 0 03 A/GWt(t)J

75 %

25 %

100 %

G

0

0

0.59

0.32

0

1.3

0.70

RCNP-

neutron demands

(per one fission)

0.30

-

1.3

0.3

1.3

0.3

neP

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

POSITIVE



ANNEXE

The mathematical model of transmutation process can
be define as follows : an set of nuclei, which are numbered 1,
2 A, ... and which are considered for transmutation, can
be represented by a nuclei-vector h, whose components are the
number densities of given initial nuclei. Depending on the
transmutation goal, any transmutation can be considered fully
complete if a set of initial nuclei and their families have been
transformed into a 'final slate" - either into FP or (more
generally) into short lived or stable nuclei SN. This means
that the initial vector has to be transformed into a zero-vector,
if the final nuclei (e.g. FP or SN) will be excluded from tlie
nuclei-vector Let's suppose that there is only one nucleus for
3 transmutation (e.g. nucleus A). Then we have an
"elementary initial A-vector" :

successive generations. For example a non-zero va'ue ot
PA(A), means that in the course of the complete transmutation
of A, this isotope has been present for several generations in
the transmutation process. In general high values of PJ(A).
indicate that the transmutation process will generate large
amounts of isotope j for several generations, before its
disappearance.

K'
I

= (0,0,. .1,...)

having all zero-components, except one, which corresponds to
the position of A-nudeus.

The process of A-nucleus transmutation can be
simulated by an iterative procedure of successive generations :

each step of which is the product of TRANSMUTATION

PROBABILITY transposed MATRIX - TR and h A vhere :

TP =

i tpi2 - - t p i j

tp i 2 ...tpij

and the matrix element I1; is the probability of the i-nucleus to
be transformed into j-nucleus as a result of neutron reactions
and of all kinds of decays.

All components have to be normalized : £ tpy = 1,

J'
u.here j ' - all nuclei-numbers in the set plus the nuclei of the
final state

We can define a new vector P(A) as :

E(A)= £ h£
n=l

The sum is extended to all the successive generations of
the complete transmutation process.

Any component PJ(A) of the vector P(A) will be
representative of the "reproduction" of isotope j in the process
of complete transmutation of isotope A, integrated over the


